Van der Waals three body force shell model (vTSM), which includes the effect of van der Waals interactions (vWI) and three body interactions in the framework of both ions polarizable rigid shell model (RSM), has been employed to study the crystal dynamics of USe. We assume that the overlap repulsion is effective only up to the first neighbour, while the van der Waals attraction acts up to the second neighbours and plays very important role. The agreement between our predictions and experimental data for phonon dispersion curves strongly supports the inclusion of van der Waals interactions. We also report the specific heat variations, two phonon IR / Raman spectra, and anharmonic properties of USe.
Introduction
The NaCl-type uranium monochalcogenides (US, USe, and UTe) show a great variety of interesting physical phenomena and some of them exhibit strong anomalies in the phonon spectra. The nature of these compounds can be well understood by high energy gap, high dielectric constants, and large negative-ion electronic polarizabilities (α − ). Jackman et al. [1] have reported the experimental results on phonon dispersion relations and Rudigier et al. [2] [3] have reported on specific heat variations for USe. Jackman et al. [1] have fitted the rigid ion and shell models (RIM and SM) to neutron scattering data but the agreement obtained by them is poor particularly at X point. The RIM and SM also fail to explain Cauchy violation (C 12 = C 44 ) for USe. Lattice dynamics of uranium chalcogenides (including USe) have been studied by Jha et al. [4] by using three body force rigid ion model which includes long range three body interactions due to charge transfer effects [5] but three body force rigid ion model (TRIM) has failed to explain phonon anomalies in these compounds. In another attempt, Jha and Sanyal [6] employed three body force rigid shell model which incorporated long range three body interactions in the framework of rigid shell model. The three body force shell model (TSM) has explained the phonon discrepancies slightly better than the three body force rigid ion model (TRIM) but still discrepancies are observed along (q00) and (qq0) directions. Further, TSM could not explain the zero splitting of optical phonon frequency at X point. Later on, Jha and Sanyal [7] have employed breathing shell model [8] in which they considered the breathing motion of electron shells. They also compare their results with TRIM and neutron scattering data; although the results are better than those reported by using TRIM and TSM, yet they are not entirely satisfactory and failure of the model can be seen more along (q00) for optical branches. Further, breathing shell model (BSM) less satisfactorily explains the discrepancies observed along (qq0) direction. In order to explain the lattice vibrational behaviour of USe better, the present authors have employed a model vTSM which includes the effects of van der Waals interactions and three body interactions in the framework of both ions polarizable rigid shell model. This model has already been used for the study of lattice dynamics of lead chalcogenides [9] and US [10] .
Theory
The general formalism of van der Waals three body force shell model, vTSM, can be derived from the crystal potential whose relevant expression per unit cell is given by
where the first term Φ C is Coulomb interaction potential and is long-range in nature, the second term Φ R is short-range overlap repulsion potential, the third term Φ TBI is three body interactions potential, and the last term Φ vWI is van der Waals interaction potential and owes its origin to the correlations of the electron motions in different atoms.
Using the crystal expression (1) and introducing the effect of van der Waals interaction (vWI) and three body interactions (TBI), the secular determinant
is obtained for the frequency determination, where D(q) is the 6×6 dynamical matrix, M is the diagonal matrix representing the ionic masses, and I represents unit 6×6 matrix.
If we consider the second neighbour dipole-dipole van der Waals interaction energy, then it is expressed as
where S v is a lattice sum and the constants C ++ and C −− are the van der Waals coefficients corresponding to the positive-positive and negative-negative ion pairs, respectively. A detailed theory of present model (vTSM) has been reported elsewhere [10] .
Computations and results
We have calculated our twelve model parameters by using interatomic separation r 0 , elastic constants C 11 , C 12 , and
, and ν TA (L), electronic polarizabilities α 1 and α 2 , and van der Waals coefficients C ++ , C −− and have presented them in Table 1 . These parameters have been employed to calculate the phonon dispersion curves for USe and have been shown in Fig. 1 . The calculated phonon dispersion curves (PDC) have also been compared with the experimental data [1] . The adequacies of van der Waals three body force shell model (vTSM) have been further tested by studying specific heat variations and two phonon IR / Raman spectra. For this we have computed the specific heats at constant volume and pressure (C v /T and C p /T ) from the phonon spectra, plotted against the square of temperature (T 2 ), and presented along with measured data are longitudinal, are transverse experimental points, -is present study. in Fig. 2 . In order to study the second order IR and Raman spectra we have employed the critical point analysis [11] . A comparison of combined density of states (CDS) peaks and their assignments from IR / Raman scattering spectra with the help of neutron data [1] and the present study is shown in Table 2 . We have also studied the anharmonic elastic properties by calculating third and fourth order elastic constants as they provide physical insight into the nature of binding forces between the constituents of a crystal. The expressions for these elastic constants and pressure derivatives of second order elastic constants (SOEC) are similar to those derived by Puri, Verma, and Garg [12] for NaCl structure. The third order (C 111 , C 112 , C 166 , C 123 , C 144 , C 456 ) and fourth order (C 1111 , C 1112 , C 1166 , C 1122 , C 4444 , C 1123 , C 1144 , C 1244 , C 1456 , C 4456 ) elastic constants are shown in Table 3 , while the pressure derivatives of second and third order elastic constants (dC 44 /dP , dC 111 /dP , dC 112 /dP , dC 166 /dP , dC 123 /dP , dC 144 /dP , and dC 456 /dP ) of USe have been presented in Table 4 .
Discussion and conclusion
The computed phonon dispersion curves displayed in Fig. 1 show that the inclusion of van der Waals interaction have improved the agreement between experimental data [1] and our results. The inclusion of van der Waals interaction (vWI) with TBI have influenced both longitudinal and transverse optic modes much more than acoustic branches. The agreement between theory and experimental data at X point is also excellent. Another striking feature of the present model is noteworthy from the excellent reproduction of almost all branches. Hence the predictions of phonon dispersion curves (PDC) for USe using vTSM may be con- sidered more satisfactory than those from other models [1, 4, [6] [7] .
We have plotted the variation of specific heat at constant volume and pressure (C v /T and C p /T ) with the square of temperature (T 2 ). It is evident from the Fig. 2 that our results are in good agreement with measured data [2] and are generally better than those of breathing shell model (BSM) [6] . The combined density of states by using vTSM for USe has been plotted in Fig. 3 . The basic aim of the study of two phonon IR / Raman scattering spectra is to correlate the neutron and optical experimental data for USe. We have also investigated the anharmonic properties of USe by using vTSM. This includes the predictions of third and fourth order elastic constants and the pressure derivatives of SOE and TOE constants. Since no experimental values on these properties have been reported so far, we are unable to comment as such on the reliability of our results.
In this paper we have systematically reported phonon dispersion curves, specific heat variations, combined density of states, and anharmonic properties of USe. On the basis of overall fair agreement, it may be concluded that the present model, van der Waals three body force shell model (vTSM), is adequately capable to describe the crystal dynamics of USe.
